INTRODUCTION
obtained, accompanied by less contamination from the polishing material. These results were confirmed using another specimen.
In conclusion, the titanium surface was contaminated by a small amount of iron when polished with aqueous slurry of fine ferric oxide powder under high pressure. The iron might constitute an oxide (probably, FeTiO3) in the outermost surface and exist as metallic atoms in the inner surface layer. This behavior of iron was not found in the polished silver-palladium-copper-gold alloy. This difference between titanium and the alloy might be related not to the magnitude of polishing pressure but to the inherently high reactivity of titanium.
Together with the magnitude of pressure, the size of abrasive grains is also related to the surface composition and structure of polished titanium.
Recently, Hirata et al.13) reported that silica sol successfully provided a mirror surface on titanium.
However, the reason why silica sol is effective in titanium polishing remains unclear. Why is it not so easy to obtain mirror surface? How do we polish titanium for efficient finishing? As an approach to this problem, the surface composition and structure of titanium polished with various polishing materials should be further investigated.
CONCLUSION
A commercial titanium and a silver-palladium-copper gold alloy were polished with aqueous slurry of fine ferric oxide powder. 
